
 Ascenta Series (SHX5AV5_UC)

 Ascenta Series (SHS5AV5_UC)  + Bar Handle design

 + InfoLight® InfoLight®

 + Speed60 Cycle Speed60 Cycle

 + Knife Rack Knife Rack

 Ascenta Series (SHX3AR7_UC)  + RackMatic® Adjustable System RackMatic® Adjustable System

 Ascenta Series (SHE3AR7_UC)  + Integrated controls Integrated controls Integrated controls

24/7 Overflow Protection 24/7 Overflow Protection 24/7 Overflow Protection 24/7 Overflow Protection

Long Silverware Basket Long Silverware Basket Long Silverware Basket Long Silverware Basket

14 Place Settings 14 Place Settings 14 Place Settings 14 place settings

Best Value * Best Value *  + Detergent Tray Detergent Tray

6 Cycles / 2 Options 6 Cycles / 2 Options 6 cycles / 2 options  + 5 cycles / 4 options

SS Tub w/ PP ** SS Tub w/ PP ** SS Tub w/ PP ** SS Tub w/ PP **

New Bosch Ascenta® Dishwashers Step-Up Guide
Find a complete dishwasher assortment on www.bestbuy.com/bosch. 

15-NA-0141 Litho 7/15 DG 
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Quiet operation. Sleek, modern design. Quality, German 
engineering. We are delighted to share with you the new 2015 
Bosch Ascenta dishwasher line.

Ascenta® Dishwashers.
What’s new for Ascenta®

Best Value *

 279 kWh/yr 
50 dBA

Best Value *

 279 kWh/yr 
50 dBA

InfoLight®

 269 kWh/yr 
46 dBA

Bar Handle Design

 269 kWh/yr 
46 dBA
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Condensation Drying
Condensation drying works by heating the dishes with hot 
water from the final rinse. The closed system does not draw 
outside air into the dishwasher, which makes it a sanitary way 
to dry dishes.

The use of a flow through water heater instead of an exposed 
heating element also prevents plastic items on the bottom rack 
from melting. 

For best drying results: 1. Always use a liquid rinse aid.  
2. Select the “Auto Cycle” option. 3. Press the “Sanitize” or 
“Extra Dry” button.

Extra Dry
Add to any cycle for better drying.

Knife Rack
Reduces risk of getting injured 
because sharp-edged cutlery  
can be safely loaded and offers 
more space because of an 
additional rack.

24/7 Overflow Protection
Automatically shuts down 
operation if a leak is sensed.  
It even works 24/7 and can  
turn itself on.

Self Latching Door
Holds firm at any position and 
automatically shuts at less than 
a 20 degree angle.

Other innovative features

Model shown:
SHE3AR72UC/ 
2638241

SHE3AR76UC/2683398

Model shown:
SHX3AR75UC/ 
2638126

SHX3AR76UC/2683555

SHE3AR75UC/2638232 Model shown:
SHS5AV56UC/ 
6351219

Model shown:
SHX5AV55UC/ 
6360123

SHS5AV52UC/6358001

SHX5AV52UC/6362158

SHS5AV55UC/6356154

SHX5AV56UC/6363175

SHX3AR72UC/2683546

Detergent Tray

Optimized for 
tablets, this tray 
holds detergent 
in place for a 
dedicated spray 
jet to directly 
dissolve tablet 
and minimize 
spraying the 
door. (Note: 
dishwasher also 
works with pow-
der and gel.)

Speed60™

Dirty to Dry  
in about 60  
minutes

Quiet

Bosch looks at 
noise reduction 
from every angle, 
incorporating 18 
unique sound  
reducing tech-
nologies. The new  
Ascenta range is 
now as low  
as 46 dBA.

RackMatic®

Adjustable upper 
rack. Lower to 
fit tall glasses 
above. Raise to  
fit tall pots below.

Knife Rack

Added flexibility 
to specially 
accommodate 
kitchen knives in 
the upper rack.

InfoLight®

So quiet, we've 
added a light to 
let you know a 
cycle is running.

* According to a leading consumer publication **Polypropylene



Quietest dishwasher brand in the U.S.*

As the quietest line of dishwashers in the U.S., all Bosch quiet levels are certified 

by an independent lab.
Detergent Tray   
Optimized for tablets, 
this tray holds detergent 
in place for a dedicated 
spray jet to directly 
dissolve tablet and 
minimize spraying the 
door. (Note: Dishwasher 
also works with powder 
and gel.)

InfoLight®
So quiet, we've added 
a light to let you know a 
cycle is running.

Multiple Insulation Layers
Multiple layers of sound-
absorbing insulation: Coated 
stainless steel, baked on 
bitumen, and cotton fiber dampen noise. 

EcoSilence™ Motor System 
Two small brushless motors 
instead of a single large 
one reduce friction and work 
more efficiently. Motors are held by a 
rubber suspender to absorb vibration. 
Drain pump detects when water is 
drained and stops motor immediately to 
minimize snorkeling noise.

Triple-filtration System 
Grindless system filters out 
food particles, eliminating 
the need for a loud food 
disposal. 

* Based on an average of sound ratings of 24" Full Size Stainless Steel Tub dishwashers contained in major brands websites. Major brands defined as TraQline Top 5 Market 
Share December 2014.

Spray Arm 
Spray arms project water 
directly towards dishes, 
reducing noise.

Precisely designed. German-engineered 
quality.

Dishwasher Filter
Our filter’s corrugated shape, 
inspired by automotive filters,  
offers greater surface area for 
more complete filtration.

Testing
At our factories, assuring quality means a lot more than 
checking off a box. 

Quality Checks
Not just good, but great. Every dishwasher must pass 
485 rigorous quality checks before leaving our factory.

Water-Tested
As the brand that runs every dishwasher with water 
before shipping, we have to ensure that our units 
successfully run prior to getting to your home. Water 
spots in your brand new Bosch are proof that your unit 
passed the test!

New Scoop Handle
Our new scoop handle is  
a beautiful addition to any 
kitchen. Available in stainless 
steel, black and white.

Ergonomic Design
Control panels designed for 
perfect visibility without  
having to lean down.  

Flexibility
Adjustable tines allow for 
more customized space 
based upon the size of 
awkward, bulky items.

Half Load Option
This option can be used when 
washing small, lightly soiled 
loads that fill half or less of 
the dishwasher’s capacity.


